
LEVEL 

• U8-11

SMALL-SIDED GAME 

• The practice challenges teams to develop their strategy
to defend and attack in different ways depending on
the game state.

• It challenges players to make effective decisions and
remain composed under intense pressure.

AGE PHASE: U8-11

PRACTICE OVERVIEW POSSESSION & PRESSING TRIGGERS
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SMALL-SIDED GAME 2 POSSESSION & PRESSING TRIGGERS

AGE PHASE: U8-11

DESCRIPTION 

• This is a normal 6v6 game with a twist.
• If a team scores and then proceeds to keep the ball for

6 passes, then they keep their goal.
• If they score again within another 6 passes, that goal

counts for double.
• If the challenge is not completed, that equals no goal.

PROGRESSION 

• Make it so that 8 passes in open play is also a goal.
• Increase the number of passes needed for a goal to

count.
• Change the pass count to time in possession.

For example, keep the ball for 8 seconds for a goal
to count.



SMALL-SIDED GAME 2 POSSESSION & PRESSING TRIGGERS

AGE PHASE: U8-11

COACHING DETAIL

PROBLEM SOLVING: 
TEAM DISCUSSSIONS
• Encourage players to discuss how to solve the different

challenges that the game confronts them with.
• Play blocks of four or five minutes to ensure intensity

is high, then get players in a group to discuss how they
can be effective once they score and how they are
going to defend once they concede.

• If they’re winning the game, how does this change the
way they attack or defend? Do they defend deeper and
more compact, or still press high?

GAME MANAGEMENT 

IN POSSESSION
• Risk v reward: once you’ve scored 6 passes, allow the

team to keep the goal or score again for a second goal.
• Important for the players to recognise the state of the

game. If there is space to exploit, go and score again.
If not, they need the composure to handle the ball
under pressure.

• Focus on decision-making to find the spare player and
play through, round or over depending on how the
defending team is pressing.

• Focus on the in-possession team’s movement to
create space. ‘Open the pitch’ (width), stretch the
games (depth) and have players ‘connecting’ to
support the ball.

OUT OF POSSESSION
• Once you concede, how does it change the way you

defend to stop the opposition making 6 passes?
Do you just run after the ball straight away, and try to
win the ball off the first pass? Or are you smart to still
work together to win the ball?

• Work on a defensive strategy that can be used in a
normal game: defending compact. Look to force the
ball one way and look for triggers to press, such as:
ball in wide area, bad pass or poor touch.

• Defensive strategy once conceded: win the ball back
as soon as possible. First player dictates and directs
the play. Force the opponents to where you have
supporting players and be aggressive to force mistakes.
Work together, not individually!


